
 
TOP LEHI FLAG DESIGNS 

1. Landscape 

 

FLAG DESCRIPTION: This flag represents Lehi's natural landscape which unites all of us. This 
design evokes Lehi's mountains, hills, green valleys, Jordan River, and Utah Lake. (Magdalena, 

age 2, drew this flag design with crayons. I helped her translate it into a digital format) 

2. Stripes 

 

FLAG DESCRIPTION: The green section signifies growth, prosperity, and the community's 
connection to nature. The sharp, white jagged stripe evokes the iconic mountains 

surrounding Lehi, while also reflecting the city’s swift and upward progress. The blue section 
symbolizes the flowing waters of the Jordan River, a historical lifeline and ongoing source of 

vitality for the region. 



 

3. Wheat 

 

FLAG DESCRIPTION: This is the second design I've submitted. The wheat in the center of the 
flag is transitioning from wheat to a circuit. It parallels how Lehi has transitioned from an 

agricultural town to a technological hub. The green on the ground uses the Lehi green we 
currently use. The white in the center is the same as the Utah flag, as well as the hexagon 

shape in the center. The blue on the top represents the sky and technological advancement. 

 

4. Sunshine 

 



FLAG DESCRIPTION: The flag has a wagon wheel in the center to show our pioneer heritage, 
with six spokes to symbolize our status as the 6th city in Utah. The wagon wheel also doubles 

as sunshine with the sun rising over a symbol of our iconic mountain range. The flag also 
features a grain of wheat, that symbolizes our crops, and the roller mills as a part of our city 

heritage and agricultural history. The colors from the logo (blue, green, white) are prominent, 
with the yellow from the Utah state flag added to tie back to the status as the beehive state. 

 

5. Sun 1 

 

FLAG DESCRIPTION: These flags show a bright yellow sun, symbolizing hope, progress, and 
the bright future of Lehi. The green mountains represent the Traverse Mountains and Silicon 
Slopes, highlighting Lehi's natural beauty and being a center for technological growth. The 

snow caps represent purity and the pioneering spirit of Lehi's community. The deep blue sky 
stands for strength and stability, aligning with Lehi's commitment to family and community. 

 

6. Star 

 



Flag Description: "The Traverse Star" — a Point of pride for the Utah Valley. This design is set 
in gold, blue, black, and white, with a six-pointed star in honor of Lehi’s historic settlements: 
each point represents one of Dry Creek, Evansville, Snow’s Springs, Sulphur Springs, modern 

Lehi City, and the Utah Valley’s pre-pioneer Indigenous communities. The intersecting “woven 
slopes” design symbolizes Lehi’s many, converging ways of life—representing rich and 
interconnected histories of farming, industry, technology, and culture. The design also 

comprises a rendering of the three mountain ranges that embrace Lehi—the White, Oquirrh, 
and Wasatch—alongside the pristine waters of Utah Lake and the Jordan River. This new flag 
epitomizes Lehi’s past and present, while eagerly looking toward a prosperous new frontier.  

7. Connection 

 

FLAG DESCRIPTION: Green represents the pioneers and farmers who built the foundations of 
our city. The blue and white represent our connection with the United States, and the 

hexagons represent our connection to Utah by incorporating similarities with the new Utah 
flag. This flag is not the 4:3 ratio; instead, it is the same ratio as the new Utah flag. I did this 

because this flag will match the Utah flag when they fly alongside each other.  

8. Quilt 

 



FLAG DESCRIPTION: The star pattern in the center of my flag represents Lehi as the 
crossroads and heart of Utah. The shape references quilt patterns from Lehi's founding 

pioneers. The colors evoke Lehi's natural beauty and the hope of vibrant, sustainable growth. 

9. Layers 

 

FLAG DESCRIPTION: This flag has many layers of symbolism. 1. The dark blue at the bottom 
represents the waters of Utah Lake. The two green triangles represent the mountains to the 
west and east that come together at Point of the Mountain. And the white diamond, where 
the mountains and Utah Lake meet, represents Lehi, the jewel of Utah. The light blue at the 
top represents the blue skies of hope, clarity, and natural beauty. 2. The 2 blue triangles also 
represent Salt Lake Valley and Utah Valley, and the white diamond represents how Lehi joins 
the 2 valleys together.3. The blue triangle at the bottom combined with the white diamond 
represents a snowcapped mountain that represents strength, consistency, and beauty. It is 
also a nod to our mountain home.  4. The 4 triangles that all converge in the middle of the 

white diamond represent the 4 pillars that make Lehi great. Blue at the bottom is for 
Community. Green on the right is for Industry. Green on the left is for Progress. Blue at the top 

is for Faith.  5. The different shapes all come together to form 2 recognizable shapes: an 
hourglass and an envelope. The hourglass represents our past, present, and future. It also 

represents our steady reliability and constant drive towards progress. The envelope represents 
our quest for genuine communication and an open invitation to all to take part in making our 

communities better and more united. 



10. Wheel 

 

FLAG DESCRIPTION: The wagon wheel at the center recognizes our pioneer founders and 
heritage. The navy blue symbolizes our proximity to Utah Lake. The green mountain range 
represents the Wasatch Mountains as well as the continuing upward progress of our city. 

Countries who are united have similar designs to show their connections to one another. The 
Lehi City flag mirrors the newly designed Utah State flag with both having a mountain range 

to show connection. 

11. Sun 2 

 

FLAG DESCRIPTION: These flags show a bright yellow sun, symbolizing hope, progress, and 
the bright future of Lehi. The green mountains represent the Traverse Mountains and Silicon 
Slopes, highlighting Lehi's natural beauty and being a center for technological growth. The 

snow caps represent purity and the pioneering spirit of Lehi's community. The deep blue sky 
stands for strength and stability, aligning with Lehi's commitment to family and community. 

 



12. Lehi Land 

 

FLAG DESCRIPTION: My flag represents Lehi; the beautiful land between Utah Lake and the 
Wasatch Mountains. 

13. Bull 

 

FLAG DESCRIPTION: I went with our city colors because it’s recognizable and known.  



14. Gateway 

 

#36 FLAG DESCRIPTION: Lehi is the gateway into Utah county, the first city going south of 
the state's capital and the last going to the state's capital. It is also the crossroads to the east 

and west regions within Utah county. The idea that Lehi is a gateway and crossroad is 
symbolically manifested by it being the green star within the white diamond and triangle that 

represent Utah County. Blue and green create the sky and earth and the two stars in the sky 
represent the east and west regions within Utah county that Lehi gives access to being the 

crossroad. Both concepts tell these stories through the same methods but with different 
visual treatments. 

15. Cowboy 

 

FLAG DESCRIPTION: The flag has an aspect ratio 2:3 and is based on a white background. The 
white background is a reference to Lehi's history producing flour and sugar. The broad stripe 
and outlines are shaped to reference the front of Lehi Roller Mills. However, they are green to 

reference Lehi's history of agriculture. The navy-blue square tilted 45 degrees suggests the 



shape of a microprocessor and represents Lehi's tech industry. It is off-center to place the 
main symbol closer to the hoist, for easier viewing. The blue and gold combination with the 

bronco is a reference to the same color combination on the state of Utah's flag. Gold also 
represents the tech industry, which often makes use of precious metals. While gold is by no 
means the most common metal, it is the most visually striking, and easiest to present on a 

flag. The green outline above and below the square suggest a mountain and a valley. They can 
also be taken as traces on a circuit board, thus blending the symbol of agsuggestsre with a 

symbol for modern tech and placing both on the slope of a mountain. The bronco and rider is 
the most prominent elements of the flag, referencing Lehi's pioneering spirit, both in the past 

and in the future. The forward motion suggests progress. A explanation of this particular 
bronco design: I am aware Lehi already has a bronco statue/symbol available that (I assume) 
would be more natural to use. However, I found it difficult to distinguish that design under 
typical flag-flying conditions - at a distance, flapping in the wind. To address these issues, I 

ended up making this bronc symbol. It is based on a photo my mother took at a rodeo in Lehi. 
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